“A journey of a thousand
miles starts with a
single step.”
Lao Tzu

THE JORDAN YEARBOOK COROLLARY

“The journey of creating
a yearbook starts
with the first spread.”
Jim Jordan

ESSENTIAL QUESTION - part one

How can we
(you and your staﬀ)
meet
THAT FIRST DEADLINE
and live to tell about it?

ESSENTIAL QUESTION - part two

How can I make it to the
end of the year
and live to tell about it?

MY GOAL TODAY

Provide YOU with
tools and systems to implement
that will help make

THAT FIRST DEADLINE
as smooth and painless as it can be

BASIC ASSUMPTION 1

Every school, every staﬀ,
every year is its own
microcosm.

BASIC ASSUMPTION 2

What works at someone
else’s school or with
someone else’s staﬀ,
or with some other adviser
may or may not
work at yours.

YOUR CHALLENGE as the NEW ADVISER

Listen, learn, consider and
implement
what will work best
for YOU and YOUR STAFF

BASIC ASSUMPTION 3 (NEVER FORGET)

it’s
THEIR
book

BASIC ASSUMPTION 4 - NEVER FORGET

NEVER
care more about
the BOOK
than THEY do.

My first deadline story.
[horror?]
October 29, 1982
Becky Irvine

a facebook note from Becky 36 years later
Me: Next week I am doing a webinar on Meeting Your First Deadline. What do you
recall about MY first deadline? I recall it was your birthday and I made you stay
and finish. And many were mad at me. Do you have any recollection from October
29, 1982? I hope I didn't scar you for life.

Becky: Oh I'm scarred. I do think I was not properly prepared for how
long the layout was going to take. At this point you don't need
suggestions on that! The way I remember it was I stayed until
midnight. (Likely just an impression.) It was very emotional, probably
not my best work. Not a very birthday-ish birthday. Later in your
career I'm sure you planned ahead to acknowledge kids' birthdays if
they landed on a deadline. In the end I turned out okay, and so did
the book.

My 2017 deadline story.
October 4, 2017
Peter Shahbazian
(the new yearbook adviser at Del Campo
High School)

Developing
SYSTEMS
of SUCCESS
Strategies to make the production of your 2018 yearbook
and THAT FIRST DEADLINE
go as smoothly as possible

Let’s look back
on where you’ve been.
Or at least where you
could have been.

in the

spring

SYSTEM 1
the

recruiting
process

finding great kids to make the book

Spring
Recruiting
Process
Getting the best
students in your
school
“Yearbook staffers are
bright, talented,
creative students
working together as a
team to create
something beautiful
that will last a lifetime”

• recommendations from colleagues
• direct letters
• program open house
• highlight the benefits of being a part
of the yearbook team
• you are always recruiting
• hundreds of great ideas out there
about how to get great kids in your
program
• new advisers - you have to put YOUR
team together for 2019
• Did you inherit your staff or select it?

SYSTEM 2

spring
training
process
learning as many necessary skills as you can…
as early in the process as you can

Spring
Training Process
Getting your staff
ready before the
year even starts

• computer training
• use of Online Design
• use of InDesign
• creating spreads
• learning what great yearbook
journalism is.
• theme development - BUT…
DO NOT pick your theme in
the spring
• Did your staff have any training
in the spring?

SYSTEM 3

inspiration
process
finding inspiration to drive your creativity
throughout the year

Spring
Inspiration
Process
Where to look for
inspiration.
Broaden your
perspectives

• ISSUU
• Pinterest (Mike Taylor’s boards)
• field trip to book stores
• design resources
• award-winning yearbooks
• all potential designers must start
an electronic clip file (Pinterest,
Powerpoint, Trello)

• imagine a senior editor with a
three-year design clip file
• Are your staff and editors
keeping clip files?

in the

summer

SYSTEM 4

summer
training
process
going to yearbook camp, more training,
theme development

Summer Training
Process
What can be done in
the summer to best
prepare the editors
and staff for the
year ahead?

• choose/finalize theme
• attend a summer yearbook camp
• hold your own staff bootcamp in
the weeks before school starts
• gather design inspiration
resources
• practice creating layouts
• It’s definitely not required, but
did your staff gather in the
summer at all (camp, training,
inspiration)?

as school

begins

SYSTEM 5

staff
organization

process
who is responsible for doing what?

• editor structure (editor in chief, managing

Staff
Organization
What will be your
structure to ensure
work will be done?
What is the job
description of every
one on staff?

editor, section editors, design and copy editors,
photo editors)

• who does what?
• job descriptions / staff manual
• staffer responsibilities
• everyone must know WHAT their
job is
• everyone must be TRAINED to
be successful at their job
• Is your organizational structure
clear and in place?

SYSTEM 6

staff
training

process
how will everyone know how to do
what they need to do?

Staff Training/
Coaching
Sequence
How will you train
everyone on staff to
be able to do the job
they have been
assigned?
Could begin BEFORE
school starts.
Starts in earnest on
the first day of school

• interviewing/gathering
information
• caption writing
• photography skills
• story writing
• design (who will design the
layouts?)
• work flow process
• timeline and deadlines
• How well is your staff trained at
this point of the year?

SYSTEM 7

keeping it
fun
process
never forget that putting together a
yearbook is supposed to be fun.

Keeping It Fun
Process
Never forget that
the process of
creating a yearbook
should be above all
else be…
FUN!

• celebrate birthdays
• have secret pals
• pizza, pizza, pizza
• yearbook olympics
• food, food, food
• staff bonding
• Are you having fun?

SYSTEM 8

creating a
ladder

process
what is in the book? were does it go?

Creating the
Ladder
Process
The ladder is the
road map to create
your book.
Just what is going to
be on EVERY PAGE
of the book?
And when can each
page be completed?

• determine what MUST be
covered and where it should go
in the book
• chronological vs. traditional
coverage (student life, sports, clubs, academics, )
• leave room for stories that
come up during the year
• it’s an organic document
• use it, refer to it, update it
• know your page numbers!
• What shape is your ladder in?

SYSTEM 9

finding
content

process
what essential people, things, events,
need to go in the book

Finding the
Stories to Cover
Process
You can’t cover
everything that
happens in an 180day school year.
What are the stories
and angles that must
be covered
THIS YEAR?

• This is an ongoing process. The staff is
always on the lookout for what to cover.
• what is happening on campus that
affects the most students?
• what’s happening this week?
• weekly sports updates; tweeting sports
scores
• events in the local, state, world
community that are affecting students
• what’s new in tech, fashion,
entertainment, hangouts
• Do you have a finding new coverage
plan in place? How is it working?

SYSTEM 10

shooting,
editing,
cataloguing
PHOTOGRAPHS
managing
photo content
process

Shooting, Editing,
Choosing, Cataloguing
PHOTOS
Process

70% of your page
real estate will be
PHOTOGRAPHS.
Great yearbooks
must have
GREAT
PHOTOGRAPHY.

• organizing how events are assigned and
shot
• downloading, critiquing, captioning the
photos soon after they have been taken.
• choosing the best ones - creating a
“best of folder” for each sport, event,
etc.
• tracking what needs to be covered
• working with Lightroom and Photoshop
to enhance images
• photo editor positions
• How is your photo organizational
structure working so far this year?

SYSTEM 11

work flow
process
who is making the pages
and how are they getting made?

Work Flow
Process
This is the
MOST IMPORTANT
Process of all
How are the pages
getting completed?
Exactly WHO is
responsible for
WHAT?

• define the steps to creating a layout.
(flow chart)

• who designs it?
• who creates the parts (design, interview,
text, secondary coverage, photos,
captions)
• who puts it all together?
• how is each spread proofed?
• who does quality control to be sure it
meets the specifications for where it
appears in the book?
• who sets the time line to completion?
• Is your work flow structure clear to you?
to the editors? to the staff?

SYSTEM 12

proofing
process
how are you proofing the pages before
final submission to the plant

Proofing
Process
Work hard to be
sure the errors are
caught BEFORE you
send the pages into
the plant

• once a page is “done” how is it
checked to be sure it meets design
standards?
• print pages at 100% size and place
them on the wall gallery-style. Size
and proportion are deceptive on
the computer screen
• identify who will check all the parts
for spelling and punctuation errors
• proofing teams prior to submission
• proof editor
• Do you have a proofing process in
place?

SYSTEM 13

quality
control
process
who will ensure that all pages are
high-quality pages?

Quality Control
Process
Pages must be
closely checked to
be sure they meet
the standard of
quality you have set
for you book

• who has the final say that the
pages are “ready for
publication”?
• what level of quality are you
striving for (high quality,
good, fine, done)?
• what will you do when a
spread does not meet your
standard?
• Do you have a quality
control process in place?

SYSTEM 14

page
submission
process
Know the procedure for submitting pages
to the publishing plant

Page Submission
Process
Whether you are
using Online Design
or submitting pdfs
from InDesign, work
closely with your
Walsworth
Representative to
learn the proper
page submission
procedures

• once a group of pages are complete,
proofed and ready for submission,
work closely with your Walsworth
Yearbooks representative to learn the
proper procedures for submitting
your completed deadline to the plant
• each fall I needed a reminder of
exactly how to submit the pages
properly
• double check and triple check to be
sure all pages have the proper page
numbers.
• Do you understand the procedure for
properly submitting pages?

ongoing

processes

SYSTEM 15

the
TIME
process
counting the cost of how much time it
takes to get things done well

Understanding How
Much Time It Takes.
Making the Time to
Do What it Takes
Process

Young editors and
staff members are
constantly over
booking themselves.
They MUST make
time to get done
what needs to get
done.

• a great yearbook takes a great
amount of time to create
• a good yearbook takes a great
amount of time to create
• any yearbook takes a great deal of
time to create!
• editors and staff time management
• do editors and staff have time to
get the work done? Are they
managing their time wisely?
• How are the editors and staff
managing their time?

SYSTEM 16

the
COMMUNICATION

process
more than almost anything good communication
among the adviser, editors and staff
will make or break the quality of your year

Communication
is the key to
yearbook success
To make the process
of creating a
yearbook as smooth
as possible, clear
and regular lines of
communication must
be established and
nurtured

• set up clear lines of communication between all
groups in the process
• the adviser must be talking with the editors, the
editors must be talking to the staff, the
photographers must be communicating with
everyone.
• all parties must be willing to ask for help and be
open about what they need to be successful
• communication must be built in to the structure
of each week.
• in my best years I made time to formally meet
and discuss all aspects of the production process
WEEKLY with my editors
• because you are the NEW advisers,
communication will definitely be more of a
challenge this first year. DON’T GIVE UP ON IT!

• what structures do you have in place to
ensure good communication is happening?
How is your communication going?

SYSTEM 17

WHAT’S
NEXT?
learn from THAT FIRST DEADLINE and
make the next one even smoother

Learn from the
first deadline.
Plan for all the
rest
Take the time to
debrief with your
staff how things went
and what they need
to do to do it all
better for the next.
Once they start the
deadlines keep
coming at you

• immediately after the first deadline discuss
how it all went
• focus on the positive - identify areas for
improvement and solutions to make those
improvements
• work with your rep closely as you plan the
next and future deadlines and pages
necessary to be on target with the
production schedule.
• my goals in the fall were always
1) submit pages in October; 2) over 50 pages by
Thanksgiving; 3) over 120 by winter break. These
numbers will vary based on the size of your book and
final ship date

• Is your plan in place to be sure you are
moving forward at the pace you need to
be at?

ESSENTIAL YEARBOOK PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Spring
1. recruiting
2. spring training
3. gathering inspiration

Summer
4. summer training

When School Begins
5. staff organization
6. staff training

- check list

11. work flow
12. proofing
13. quality control
14. page submission

Ongoing
15. time
16. communication
17. debrief, learn, move forward, improve

Not included, but important

7. keeping it fun

fund raising (book sales, ad sales, other fund
raisers.

8. creating the ladder
9. finding content

budget management

10. photography

others?
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Crowd Sourcing

THAT
FIRST
DEADLINE
Thirty expert advisers from around the country
offer their insight and wisdom for a successful FIRST DEADLINE

HL Hall

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Be flexible. Be willing to change the ladder
diagram if something new develops. Always
look for local, state, regional, national and
international stories of interest to your
readers, and find ways to localize that
coverage – both visually and verbally. I'm
amazed how many 2017 books did not cover
the presidential race.
HL Hall,

1

1996 National Yearbook Adviser of the Year

Nancy Smith

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Remember the staﬀ needs detailed training on every
aspect.
Don't assume they remember things from the year
before or the summer workshops.
The time and eﬀort you put in to ge"ing them ready
will be essential to their success!

2

Nancy Yamin Smith,
Lafaye!e Senior High School, Wildwood, Missouri
2016 National Yearbook Adviser of the Year

Jeanne Acton-Shanks

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Cut yourself a break if
everything isn't perfect.

3

Jeanne Acton-Shanks,
Texas Interscholastic League Press Conference
(ILPC),
director

Wayne Polk

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Organization is the key to maintaining sanity and achieving success with
the first deadline.
1. Make certain each staﬀer understands the steps needed and the skills
required to complete each task to achieve completion. O#en, I had to
stop, go back and reteach caption writing, headline packaging, etc.
2. Editors must be in control of peer editing/rewriting/revision. Plan time
for rewrites. Few ever get it right the first try.
3. Section designs/modules elements/requirements must be understood
by section editors so they can guide staﬀers to success.
4. Make certain you have quality images from which to choose. How
wonderful to have too many great photos?
5. Set the mood for success for the staﬀ - food, folks and fun
Wayna Criswell Polk,
retired yearbook adviser, Abilene High School

4

Andrew Young

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

I would say the biggest thing is to make
sure their captions are good, make sure
they have plenty of photos to choose
from, and read over their writing for
major mistakes. I remember my first
deadline being really stressful. I don't
think you can do it ALL for their first one.

5

Andrew Young
yearbook adviser, Woodland Junior High School

Margaret Sorrows

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

It's perfectly normal to cry on
the drive home a#er a
stressful day.
Margaret Sorrows,
retired yearbook adviser, Bryant High School, Bryant, Arkansas
2014 National Yearbook Adviser of the Year

6

Beth Shull

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

If it isn't too late, schedule the first deadline to be a so#
deadline with just a small group of pages well before any true
deadline.
The purpose of this is just to teach the way deadlines will go.
I like monthly work nights, 4- 8 p.m.
Kids tend to think they'll get everything finished in those few
hours. They rarely do. The first rehearsal deadline shows them.

7

Beth Shull
yearbook adviser, The Baptist Preparatory School, Li"le Rock, Arkansas

Terry Nelson

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

That first deadline? Lie. Tell them it's October 1, if it's really December 1.
That way you don't die a thousand deaths when/if it's missed.
Take the large deadline and break it down to 8-12 pages due every other
week. That way your students stay focused throughout the year and
operate like a newspaper staﬀ. Once I started doing pages like that, I
would have a newspaper deadline one week and a yearbook deadline
the opposite week. Tuesday was my deadline night every week. It works.
If you have roughly 40 weeks of school, take your total pages (let's say
240 for simple math sake). That comes out to six pages a week or 12
pages (six spreads) every other week.

8

Terry Nelson
former yearbook adviser, Muncie Central High School, Muncie, Indiana
currently teaching journalism at Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Indiana
Indiana Journalism Goddess

Julie Weeks

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

I used to have rubrics which I shared with my students which clearly
outlined how they would be graded on their spreads. We would "grade" a
couple of hypothetical "bad" spreads/stories together and some "good"
ones as I would ask them what was missing/wrong/bad/good/correct and
share my train of thought as to how each would be graded.
On the first deadline... I was EXTREMELY strict. I would give them enough
leeway with time so that they could go back and improve the score by
fixing things. But I was purposefully ruthless on the first deadline. Once
they got a few of the rubrics back and saw what they missed, they began
to be"er police themselves and turn in quality stuﬀ to begin with with the
following deadlines. At that point, I was mostly spot checking them and
not having to spend nearly as much time on revisions and grading, as they
had, for the most part, "go"en it."

9

Julie Weeks, Walsworth Yearbooks

Valerie Tanke

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Start early and assign more
pages than what is needed. You
always have that staﬀer who
doesn't finish or an event that
doesn't happen.

10

Valerie Tanke
Walsworth Yearbooks

Mary Kay Downs

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Send in at least 4 extra
spreads!
Mary Kay Downs
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yearbook adviser
Chantilly High School, Chantilly, Virginia
2007 National Yearbook Adviser of the Year

Wayne Polk

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Reteach captions.
Wayna Polk
retired yearbook adviser,
Abilene High School, Abilene, Texas

12

Susan Colyer

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Proofread! This generation is
lost. No concept of phonics or
spelling. Understand and use
AP proofreading marks.
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Susan Colyer
yearbook adviser
Southside High School, Ft. Smith, Arkansas

Paul Fantaski

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Arm the secretaries with a sheet
that outlines all information about
your sales and picture days. They
can help keep your voicemail from
filling up.
Paul Fantaski

14

former yearbook adviser
Kiski Area High School, Vandergri#, Pennsylvania

Bobby Hawthorne

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

For every one deadline, you have a string of lifelines. So, a week or so
before the deadline, hand out a sheet or form or whatever that requires
each student to answer the following questions:
(1) how much has been done?
(2) specifically, how much remains to be done?
(3) what have been the impediments to ge"ing it done?
(4) what will be the impediments to finishing up?
(5) what assistance might they need in ge"ing it done?
It's be"er to know this information seven days out than to find it out on the
evening of the deadline. Also, it's another CYA document that might come
in handy come grading time or in a meeting with a parent.

15

Bobby Hawthorne
author of The Radical Write

Paul Fantaski

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Walsworth's Online Design program has an
indexing function that will work right a#er you
load in your underclass pictures. You can use
it to check the spellings of all the students as
you create the book. Run it just prior to every
deadline to get those spellings correct.

16

Paul Fantaski
former yearbook adviser
Kiski Area High School, Vandergri#, Pennsylvania

Ma!hew LaPorte

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Plan ahead for disasters. The
real staﬀ deadline should be a
week before the actual deadline.
Ma"hew LaPorte

17

yearbook adviser
Southwest Career and Technical Academy,
Las Vegas, Nevada

Jim McCrossen

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Don’t send anything in to the
plant expecting to fix it on
proofs. There’s too much of a
chance you’ll forget.
Jim McCrossen

18

yearbook adviser
Blue Valley Northwest High School

Jim McCrossen

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Ann Visser

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Set reasonable expectations.
Don't expect that your students'
first book will be a Pacemaker. Set
a goal to get be"er in one area
each year.

19

Ann Visser
Pella, Iowa
former JEA President

Elana Sacino

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Remember that photos print darker
than what you see on your screen...
If it looks too dark on screen, take
the time to increase the brightness
of the photo. It will definitely
enhance the final output.

20

Elana Sacino
Walsworth Yearbooks

Kelly Parsons

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Make sure to remind your photography company
of the date your need your yearbook images,
and pad two weeks in from the date you really
need them.
Don't expect they will get them to you in a
timely manner--those underclass mugs pages
can help you bank a ton of early deadline pages!!

21

Kelly Parsons
former Walsworth Yearbooks representative

Lori Oglesbee

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Each staﬀ member has a specific thing he/
she checks. For example: quote punctuation,
headline style, caption beginnings, internal
spacing, photo quality, etc. Break them into
groups and check the work while the student
assigned sits at the keyboard.
Lori Oglesbee-Pe"er

22

2009 National Yearbook Adviser of the Year
Prosper High School

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Liz Walsh

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Speaking of dark photos, 2 tips: make sure all photo frames are "paper" filled, so the
printing press isn't trying to add black behind pictures; and turn down the brightness on
all monitors to one click below half, which more closely mimics print photo quality.
Speaking of proofreading, pdf spreads and put them up in class on days that have been
scheduled for reviewing spreads instead of working on them.
Do a set of freshman sports together to prevent team bonding bs stories. Read every
caption aloud.
Commentary is always phrased as a question, "Who could we talk to so we get a be!er
quote?" "What questions could we ask to improve the story and dig deeper?" Etc.
Coach commentary as well as the work, and you'll develop good future editors. Editors
should not be changing copy; they should be coaching newbies and other staﬀers into
doing the job be!er.

23

Liz Walsh
former adviser Reno High School

Amy Morgan

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Prepare for the worst,
but hope for the best?
Amy Peters Morgan
yearbook adviser,
Shawnee Mission West High School
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Casey Nichols

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Explain to them the origin of the word
deadline.
Casey Nichols
2004 National Yearbook Adviser of the Year
yearbook adviser, Rocklin High School

25

THAT FIRST DEADLINE
Origins of the word - DEADLINE
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, early usage refers simply to lines

that do not

move, such as one used in angling.
Slightly later American usage refers to a

boundary in a prison which prisoners

must not cross. There is only indirect evidence that the sense of "due date" may be
connected with this use of the term in prison camps during the American Civil War, when it
referred to a

physical line or boundary beyond which prisoners were shot.

In fact, the term is no longer found in print by the end of the 19th century, but it soon
resurfaces in writing in 1917 as a printing term for a

guideline on the bed of a
printing press beyond which text will not print.
Three years later, the term is found in print in the sense of "time

limit" in the closely
connected publishing industry, indicating the time a#er which material would not
make it into a newspaper or periodical. Wiktionary.org

Judy Babb

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

I don’t believe in fake deadlines. I believe they should know
that you have to have everything finished several weeks in
advance to complete corrections.
Set the bar high. the lower you set the bar, the lower they’ll
go. Make no excuses for doing quality work. Even low income
kids can do great stuﬀ. Understand their restrictions. There’s
no way I can have a#er school meetings. My kids don’t have
rides. And many of them have to care for younger siblings
until their parents get home. But they’re doing great work.

26

Judy Babb
yearbook adviser, West Mesquite High School

Martha Akers

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

For the first deadline, the editors work with their specific teams,
to check and double check specific areas over the course of
two - three weeks. One week they may look at the writing and
another the design. They emphasize quality and consistency,
watching for everything from spelling to the size of a line or
headline. They have learned the first deadline sets the tone and
establishes expectations for the year. They set them high and
don't compromise o#en. As a result, the first deadline is o#en
more contentious and diﬃcult for them, but it does get easier.
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Martha Akers
2005 National Yearbook Adviser of the Year
yearbook adviser, Loudon Valley High School

Renee Burke

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

So I agree with ALL of the people [who responded]: fake deadlines, training, tears,

diﬃculties of the look, ge"ing good pics, etc.
BUT we also need to care about the person. I strongly suggest a buddy system for
deadline 1. That doesn’t mean they have to do the content together but it should be a
returner that will help walk them through the process and your staﬀ’s
expectations. Until a kid does a deadline they don’t understand what it fully entails.
I also like to organize secret pals for 4-6 weeks, and/or weekly staﬀ recognition. Who
took photos no one else wanted to, designed a great mod, organized something, sold
yearbooks, etc. we have to remember to celebrate them too.
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Renee Burke
2015 National Yearbook Adviser of the Year,
former yearbook adviser Boone High School
Orlando, Florida

Jillian marie

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Immediately a#er deadline, do this. Make sure the staﬀ is on the
same page, evaluate coverage, go over where points will be lost for
their grades, etc. We are doing this today as both the gallery walk
and a slide show. With the slide show, we will look at some
suggested changes by comparing two options for the same spread.
We will also open spreads and project them as editors zoom in and
go over how to fix things like matching to guides and grids, dynamic
spelling for spell check in InDesign, image proportions and fixing
broken links.
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Jillian Marie
yearbook adviser
Hillsborough High School, Tampa, Florida

Jillian marie

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

Judy Canada

THAT FIRST DEADLINE

I always remind myself that the learning
curve in the fall is huge. I also remind
myself that it will get easier, both for the
kids and for me.
This mantra helps us all survive the first
deadline.
Judy Cannaday
yearbook adviser
Palm Harbor University High School, Palm Harbor, Florida
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14 TAKEAWAYS for SUCCESS with THAT FIRST DEADLINE
1. Get ORGANIZED; stay
organized
2. TRAIN your staff to do the
work they’ve been assigned
3. Make it FUN. Keep it fun
4. Always plan to SEND MORE
pages then you need.
5. Have pages for the next
deadline IN THE PIPELINE. Think
ahead
6. Be FLEXIBLE
7. Remember it’s THEIR BOOK

8. Your first year will be hard.
CUT YOURSELF SOME SLACK
9. Keep a tight rein on your
PHOTOGRAPHY
10. TRUST…but VERIFY
11. Work on COMMUNICATION
12. Great yearbooks take TIME
13. It gets EASIER. The book will
get DONE.
14. Give yourself some LOVE. You
are doing a FANTASTIC job.

GET YOUR YEARBOOK SHOW ON THE ROAD

Questions
and
Answers

Thanks for Watching!

Now, go SLAY
THAT FIRST DEADLINE

GET YOUR YEARBOOK SHOW ON THE ROAD

More questions?
Feedback?
jim.jordan@walsworth.com
I would love to hear from you

